Results are shown for steady-state, beam-atmosphere interaction (BAI) and for beam-plasma interaction (BPI). The BPI considered is that of elastic scattering of beam electrons with strong, short-scale Langmuir turbulence. This mechanism has been suggested for prompt echoes of beam electrons observed in sounding rocket experiments. It is shown that the interaction is sufficiently strong to account for observations of back-scattered electrons at the beam accelerator energy. However, it is clear .from observations that particles undergo diffusion in energy at a rate exeeding levels expected for B AI. Inelastic scattering in BPI must therefore also be important.
Introduction
Active space experiments involving the ejection of energetic electron beams in the ionosphere have been performed for more than two decades. In beam experiments a variety of phenomena are explored, including auroral emissions Mende et al., 1993] and parallel electric fields on auroral fieldlines [Kellogg, 1992] . It is important in such experiments to have an accurate description 0f the beam dynamics as it propagates away from the spacecraft, that is, the energy degradation and scattering due plasma instabilities, spacecraft charging, etc. While many aspects of beam ejection are well understood, the beam-plasma interaction (BPI) is lacking an accurate description [Neubert and Banks, 1992] . In BPI the beam drives plasma wave modes and subsequent scattering of beam electrons and heating of the ambient plasma. The high-resolution measurements of wave and particle spectra taken in the last decade from the space shuttle [Gurnett et al., 1986; Oberhardt et al., 1993] Therefore the wave-particle interaction preserves, in the first approximation, the particle energy, i.e., tile particle is scattered elastically. 
The effective frequency veff in ( 
